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 POST-PRIMARY | SOUL SEEKERS

  is a three-year course for Junior Cert 
RE, covering the Junior Cycle syllabus. It has 
been approved by the Irish Catholic Bishops’ 
Conference.
· The STUDENT TEXT is available in print as 

well as in eBook format, with accompanying 
workbook

· Engaging, easy-to-follow presentation of 
content

· Clearly defined Learning Outcomes, Key 
Skills and Key Terms

· Wide-ranging student activities that engage 
different learning styles

· Inclusive of diverse faith traditions
· Three-year course WORKBOOK

· Free Digital Library, with videos and interactive 
resources specially created for Soul Seekers

· Exam Key available online
· Free poster set for teachers

Soul Seekers is a series by Veritas for 
Junior Cycle Religious Education, 
which fulfils the requirements of the 
new specifications for Junior Cycle 
from the NCCA. The series has been 
written by teachers in consultation with 
teachers from across the country and 
provides opportunities for students to 
engage with the key skills outlined in 
the specifications, thereby equipping 
them for lifelong learning.
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MODULE 2: SACRED TEXT

MODULE 2: SACRED TEXT

Log on to the  
digital library and 
look up ‘2.5.1 What 
Would You Do?’ for an 
interactive activity look-ing at some of the things that might prompt us to take actions to improve the situation of others. 

RECONCILIATION

LO 3.7  STRAND 3 LINK 
The forgiveness that happened between father and son can also be described as an act of reconciliation. Reconciliation is the process of restoring a relation-ship that has been broken or damaged by someone’s actions. In the Parable of the Prodigal Son, we can see how a broken relationship can be restored using the three elements of forgiveness identified on the previous page.

We also get a clear understanding from the Par-able of the Prodigal Son of how God is always ready to forgive us, as the father in the story forgave his son. The father was ready to welcome his son home. 

His welcome was not dependent on his son’s actions – his forgiveness was unconditional, but he had to wait until the son came back. So it is with God. God is always ready to forgive us, even though some-times we are not ready to turn back to him. 

Learning with others
GROUP WORK 
>> Can you think of a situation where a relationship has been damaged and needs to be fixed? Break into groups and examine the situation. Come up with advice you would give to the people involved in the relationship issue. Copy the table below and fill it in with your group’s responses.

STORY
ELEMENT OF FORGIVENESS Why or how did the person realise that they had damaged the relationship?

What does this person need to do or say to begin to restore the broken relationship?
What does the person who has been hurt have to do to restore the broken relationship? 

REFLECTING ON LEARNING
>❖ The parables were stories that Jesus used to tell people about the Kingdom of God. They empha-sised important values like forgiveness that are still relevant today. How are these values still important for the modern reader? How are they still important for the world today? >❖ What, if anything, do the stories of the Good Samaritan and the Prodigal Son tell us about God? What might these stories mean for a per-son’s relationship with God, or for what they might need to do if they have turned away from God? 

Miracles 

 UNIT 5 

THE TEACHING OF JESUS THROUGH MIRACLESJesus also taught his followers through his miracles. In this unit we will look at two of Jesus’ miracles. 
Jesus raises a young man from the dead Background

In this miracle story we read an account of Jesus vis-iting a town called Nain. When he enters the town, he sees a funeral procession leaving to bury a young man. This young man is the only son of a woman who is a widow. 

IN THIS UNIT I WILL:
>❖ learn how miracles contain values that are signif-icant for people today
>❖ learn how these important values can help us make the world a better place  

KEY TERMS
Miracle: An outcome that can’t easily be explained. Compassion: Concern with the sufferings of others that often leads to action.

Jesus raises the widow’s son  at Nain
Soon afterwards he went to a town called Nain, and his disciples and a large crowd went with him. As he approached the gate of the town, a man who had died was being carried out. He was his mother’s only son, and she was a widow; and with her was a large crowd from the town. When the Lord saw her, he had compassion for her and said to her, ‘Do not weep.’ Then he came forward and touched the bier, and the bearers stood still. And he said, ‘Young man, I say to you, rise!’ The dead man sat up and began to speak, and Jesus gave him to his mother. Fear seized all of them; and they glorified God, saying, ‘A great prophet has risen among us!’ and ‘God has looked favourably on his people!’ This word about him spread throughout Judea and all the surround-ing country. 

(Lk 7:11-17)

Gathering information and data
WRITTEN WORK
1. In what town did the miracle take place?2. What feeling did Jesus have when he saw the widow?
3. What did Jesus say and do to raise the young man to life?
4. How did the people who were attending the burial react to this wondrous event?

E-booksEach Soul Seekers textbook comes with a free e-book to download

REQUEST MORE INFORMATION
DIGITALSUPPORT@VERITAS.IE

Soul Seekers – Complete Three-Year 
Course: Student Pack

10001422 | €24.99/£21.25

Soul Seekers – Workbook

9781847309952 | €7.99/£6.79

SCAN FOR MORE

 
MINUTES OF BONUS

VIDEO

300+WI
TH FREE ACCESS TO 

‘My name is Feenagh. I’ve been using the Soul 
Seekers programme for the past year. What I like 
best is the quality of the content. There’s sufficient 
material for each of the learning outcomes. I don’t 
have to look for extra material. I also recommend 
the Soul Seekers website where there is high quality 
material for digital learning.’

Introducing Soul Seekers, the new series 
for Junior Cycle from Veritas.
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POST-PRIMARY | LOOK UP! 

REQUEST MORE INFORMATION
DIGITALSUPPORT@VERITAS.IE 

SCAN FOR MORE

Look Up! is a new digital programme for Transition 
Year Religious Education.
· Student content is presented on slides, shown 

from the teacher’s whiteboard or screen.
· Links to videos, music and other resources 

embedded on slides.
· Detailed teacher notes and instructions along 

with discussion questions and classroom 
activities, visible only from the teacher’s device. 

· The presenter notes that accompany the title 
slide for each lesson describe or list the lesson 
aim, learning outcomes, key concepts, glossary 
terms and teaching strategies.

· Content covered is inclusive of all the major 
world religions.

· Topics include Ritual and Prayer, Eucharist and 
Reconciliation and Different Understandings of 
Jesus. 

· The student journal is designed to enable 
students to record their personal thoughts and 
feelings about all the things they will learn in the 
Look Up! programme during their Transition Year. 

· The student journal also includes a 
comprehensive glossary of terms used over the 
course of the programme. 

Student Journal

9781800970014 | €6.99/£5.95

Teacher’s Digital Pack, plus 1 journal

10002655 | €20.00/£17.00

Teacher’s Digital Pack, plus minimum order of 20 
journals (at €6.00 per journal)

100001679 | €120.00/£102.00
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 POST-PRIMARY | FULLY ALIVE

Fully Alive is a three-year programme for students in 
Years 8, 9 and 10 in second level schools in Northern 
Ireland. A new edition of Fully Alive is being rolled 
out by Veritas at the moment. Fully Alive fulfils the 
requirements of the revised Core Curriculum by 
introducing new pedagogies and building Key Skills. 

Fully Alive 1 for Year 8 students has been available 
since September 2023 and is in online format. 

Fully Alive 2 for Year 9 students will be available in 
textbook format for the school year commencing 
September 2024. The Student Text will be 
accompanied by a pdf of the Teacher Text, in which 

will be embedded links to Worksheets, Assessments 
(complete with marking schemes and answer keys), 
videos and other resources.  

Fully Alive 3 for Year 10 students will be available for 
the school year commencing September 2025. 

Fully Alive 1 Tier 1 up to 100 pupils | 10002128 | £165
Fully Alive 1 Tier 2 more than 100 pupils | 10002129 | £225
Fully Alive 2 | 9781800970878 | £11.99

REQUEST MORE INFORMATION
DIGITALSUPPORT@VERITAS.IE
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Lesson 16: The Church Splits Between East and West

FULLY ALIVE 2 – YEAR 9

Lesson 16: The Church 

Splits Between East  

and West
In this lesson you will be exploring:

• the role of the Pope and the Roman Emperor in the early centuries of 

the Church;

• the Great Schism, which caused a permanent split between Eastern 

and Western Christians;

• the beliefs and practices of Orthodox Christians;

• the gestures of unity by Pope John Paul II and Pope Francis towards 

the Orthodox Church.

For your faith, this will help you to: 

• appreciate what Roman Catholics and Orthodox Christians have in 

common.

Key Terms
Definitions are provided in the Glossary.

• Orthodox Church, Icon

In order to understand the conflict that led to a permanent split in the 

Church, we need to have some grasp of the context, or background 

conditions, out of which this conflict emerged. An important aspect of 

this context was the relationship between the Pope and the Roman 

Emperor in the early centuries of the Church, when the Pope was 

seen as the religious leader, and the Emperor was the leader in 

the political realm. 

The Pope and the Emperor in the Early Centuries of the Church

In 311, when Constantine became Roman Emperor, he put an end 

to the persecution of Christians. He saw how, in spite of the 

persecution the Christians had suffered, their numbers 

had grown steadily. 

In 313 Constantine gave Christianity legal status. 

This meant that Christians now had the right to 

gather and worship in public.

In 330 Constantine left Rome. He went 

to Byzantium in the East and ruled the 

Empire from there. The city was renamed 

Constantinople. Today it is called Istanbul.

In 380 Emperor Theodosius declared 

Christianity to be the official religion of the 

Roman Empire.

Now there were two leaders: the Emperor in the East and the Pope in 

the West. At first the two agreed on most things and all was well. The Pope 

continued to be seen as the religious leader, while the Emperor took care 

of political matters. 

Following the death of Theodosius in 395, the Roman Empire split, and 

was ruled by two Emperors, Honorius in the West and Arcadius in the 

East. Two years later, the governing power of the whole Roman Empire 

shifted to Constantinople.

Although tensions developed between the Christians in the East and 

those in the West, the Emperors continued to respect the Pope’s authority 

in matters of faith.

Let’s Reflect and Chat …

[Key Skill: Thinking, Problem-Solving, Decision-Making]

• How do you think life would have changed for Christians living in 

the Roman Empire after Emperor Theodosius made Christianity the 

official religion of the Empire? 

• Why do you think the Pope stayed in Rome when the Emperor went to 

Constantinople?

• Can you think of examples of both political and religious leaders in 

our society today? How much interaction, if any, takes place between 

them? What kinds of issues might concern both political and religious 

leaders today?

at its peak in AD 117
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Lesson 9: We Are Called to Care for the Earth 

FULLY ALIVE 2 – YEAR 9

• The three images on the previous page show events that happened in recent years: Photo 1: Fires on the Mourne Mountains; Photo 2: Fires in the Amazon rainforest; Photo 3: World’s largest iceberg breaks off Antarctica. What are some of the effects on the environment of events like the ones depicted in those three images?  

What we need to know …
The extreme climate events that are becoming all too common in our world, such as wild fires, massive floods, more powerful and destructive storms, record high temperatures and record low temperatures, are believed to be connected to changing patterns in the world’s climate, more commonly known as climate change. Certain human actions are leading to pollution and increased levels of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere, causing it to heat up (global warming), and so bringing about climate change. These actions include burning fossil fuels; cutting trees; polluting the atmosphere with the fumes that come from cars; and pollution from industries that seep dangerous chemicals into our environment and waterways.There are other human actions that affect the climate in a good way, and that help to slow down climate change. Examples include using less water; recycling waste materials when possible; using less energy and more environmentally friendly sources of energy for fuel and heat; walking and cycling rather than travelling by car; and reducing, reusing and recycling where possible.

Effects on the Environment
The effects on the environment of events like the ones depicted in the three images on the previous page are massive. For example:  – Wild fires lead to loss of wildlife, plants and biodiversity, but they can also lead to the deaths of large numbers of people and to the destruction of homes on a massive scale; 
 – The Amazon rainforest in South America is bigger than Australia. The trees there help to balance the carbon dioxide that humans create, because trees absorb carbon dioxide during the day. In the last fifty years, 17 per cent of the Amazon rainforest has been burned, causing untold damage to the environment there and around the world; 

 – Antarctica is warming up due to climate change. As blocks of ice (like the one in picture no. 3) separate and float away from Antarctica, they will melt, causing sea levels to rise around the world. The block of ice pictured above is part of an ice-block about the size of counties Antrim and Armagh put together.

Creative Exercise: Poster
[Key Skill: Being Creative]
Note: You will need access to the internet and/or newspapers/magazines for this activity, which you may do at home. You will also need poster paper.
• Find pictures online or in newspapers or magazines to make a poster titled ‘The Effects of Climate Change on Our World’. • You could add individual words or short captions to the poster to get the message across. 

• Display the posters in the classroom or around the school. 
Our Actions Affect the Lives of Others The actions of people in the richer parts of the world lead to global warming and climate change. However, the worst effects of that global warming and climate change are felt by people who live in the poorer parts of the world. 

For example, many of the poorest people on the planet depend for their existence on activities such as agriculture, fishing and forestry. These activities require fertile land and adequate amounts of clean, unpolluted water. The people in the poorest countries depend especially on animals for meat and milk, so when animals die as a result of lack of food and clean water, the people have no other means to make a living and support their families. 
Access to health care is often non-existent or very basic for people in poorer countries. Many are forced to leave their homes and even their countries in search of work and other means to make a living, so that their families will be able to survive.
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Lesson 9: We Are Called to Care for the Earth 
FULLY ALIVE 2 – YEAR 9

All of these things show us that Jesus valued and learned from the 

natural world. We are called to do the same. 

The Earth Is Our Responsibility

From the earliest times, people have recognised that our 

relationship with the earth is sacred, because God made the 

earth and everything on it, and God gave human beings the 

job of caring for the earth and its creatures.

The earth is God’s gift to us. God wants us to pass it on in good 

condition to the people who will come after us. This is a message 

that we hear again and again in the writings in the Bible, such as 

in the verses from the Old Testament that we looked up for our 

Bible Search activity. 

Pope Francis and Laudato Si’ 

As you may recall learning in primary school, Laudato Si’ is the name 

of a letter (encyclical) written by Pope Francis to ‘every person living 

on this planet’. The words Laudato Si’ mean ‘Praise be to you’, and those 

words are addressed to God. In this letter, Pope Francis discusses the 

damage being caused to our planet by the actions of each one of us, and our 

responsibility to make urgent changes to our lifestyles in order to protect 

the planet. In his letter, Pope Francis begs us to work together to take care 

of, respect and value the earth, which he calls ‘our common home’. We will 

now look at a video to learn more about what Pope Francis has to say in 

Laudato Si’.

Video ‘Laudato Si’ – Care for Our Common Home’  Video 9.2 

This video will help to reinforce much of what you have already learned 

about the causes and effects of climate change. 

Let’s Reflect and Chat … (following the video)

[Key Skill: Thinking, Problem-Solving, Decision-Making]

• In Laudato Si’ Pope Francis reminds us that everything in our world is 

connected. Can you recall some examples of these connections?

• Three of the things Pope Francis asks us to do in Laudato Si’ are ‘to 

live wisely, to think deeply and to love generously’. Can you give an 

example of how you might do each of these things in relation to 

protecting the planet?

• What do you think is going to happen to the earth if we do not start 

to listen to the advice that people like Pope Francis and the world’s 

scientists continue to give us about the urgent need to look after our 

planet? How does that make you feel? 

Worksheet Exercise

[Key Skills: Thinking, Problem-Solving, Decision-Making; Working with 

Others]
• Worksheet 20 invites you to discuss with a partner five quotations 

from Laudato Si’, as well as the questions that accompany them. You 

are then asked to write your own personal responses to the questions.

• When everyone has completed the worksheet exercises, volunteers 

may like to share their written responses to the questions with the 

class.

Video ‘We Are Called to Care for the Earth’   Video 9.3 

In this video, a group of students from Northern Ireland talk about 

their understanding of what is happening to our planet and about the 

responsibility all of us have to care for the earth and the environment. 

Let’s Reflect and Chat … (following the video)

[Key Skill: Thinking, Problem-Solving, Decision-Making]

• Share with the class how your own views are similar or different from 

those you heard in the video clip. 

Let’s Pray …

Sign of the Cross

Teacher
God created the earth and everything on it. Generations of people before 

us have cared for the earth. The damage caused to the earth by recent 

generations has led to climate change.

Climate change affects all of us, but not equally. People in poorer 

countries are affected worst of all by climate change. In some cases, their 

very survival is threatened. 

We pray that those of us in rich countries will, by our actions, try to 

reduce climate change and show that we care for all the people of the 

world.
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POST-PRIMARY | LIGHTHOUSE PROGRAMME/KNOW THE WAY 

12+

12+

The Lighthouse Programme – Introduction (24 pp)

9781847309266 | €2.99/£2.50

The Lighthouse Programme – Peer Ministry Sessions 
(Confirmation Class) (52 pp)

9781847309273 | €3.99/£3.40

Know the Way
ORLA WALSH

(Section D by ORLA PHILLIPS)

Know the Way is a textbook for the first three years of 
Religious Education at post-primary level. It serves all 
Junior Cycle students, whether they are opting to take 
the Religious Education exam or not. It includes exam 
questions from past papers and a section exploring 
journal work.

9781847300430 | €17.99/£15.30

Eolas ar an tSlí
ORLA WALSH

(Roinn D by ORLA PHILIPS)

Téacsleabhar don oideachas reiligiúnach atá sa 
leabhar Eolas ar an tSlí, leabhar atá dírithe ar na 
trí bliana thosaigh den oideachas reiligiúnach san 
iar-bhunscoil. 
Freastalaíonn an leabhar ar an uile mhac léinn sa tsraith 
shóisearach, cuma an mbíonn an scrúdú san oideachas 
reiligiúnach á dhéanamh, nó nach mbíonn. 
Tá ceisteanna ó scrúduithe roimhe seo ar fáil chomh maith le 
mír a dhéanann iniúchadh ar obair dhialainne.

9781847302267 | €17.99/£15.30

Worksheets and Revision Notes
Workbook 1, Sections A–D
9781847300966 | €6.50/£5.85

Workbook 2, Revision 
Worksheets, Sections E–F
Revision Notes, Sections A–F
9781847301079 | €7.50/£6.75

Know The Way Time To Pray
9781847301420 | €16.95/£15.25

Bileoga Oibre, Roinn A–D

9781847302274 | €6.50/£5.50

Bileoga Oibre, Roinn E–F
Nótaí Dul Siar, A–F

9781847302281 | €7.50/£5.75

Eolas ar an tSlí Am Urnaí

9781847302298 | €16.95/£14.45

The Lighthouse Programme – Student Pack  
(Transition Year/Fifth Year)*
ORLA WALSH

Product Code: 10000755/Barcode No: 2100000057779 | €129.99/£117.00

*The pack contains 10 copies of the Leadership Sessions (52 pp book), 
10 copies of the Peer Ministry Sessions (56 pp book) and 5 copies of 
the Prayer Services Book (24 pp book).

The Lighthouse Programme is a faith development programme for 
Transition Year or Fifth Year students who have agreed to be ‘Lighthouse 
leaders’, to enable them to accompany sixth class pupils who will be 
receiving the sacrament of Confirmation. Over fifteen school weeks, it 
comprises a leadership training module and a peer ministry module, and 
invites older students to become actively involved in leading catechesis for 
Confirmation. The Lighthouse Programme issues an invitation to those who 
wish to seek and to develop their faith by sharing it with others.
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 POST-PRIMARY | SENIOR CYCLE NON-EXAM – NEW HORIZONS

New Horizons is a digital module-based programme 
for Senior Cycle non-exam Religious Education. 
The first three modules (now available) deal with life 
as a journey, climate justice, and finding meaning 
through art. A new module on The Life of Jesus will 
be available for September 2024.
• The focus is on exploration and discovery, 

leading to action. 
• Clearly defined learning and faith goals. 
• Teachers choose which modules to teach. 
• Lots of video and audio content. 
• Creative individual and group activities. 

• Closing prayer or other reflective 
activity at the end of each unit. 

• Suggestions at the end of each 
module for additional resources on 
the topic. 

• Future modules will cover topics 
such as Morality, Social Justice, and Meditation. 

10002543 | €100 per school

SCAN FOR MORE

REQUEST MORE INFORMATION
DIGITALSUPPORT@VERITAS.IE
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POST-PRIMARY | SENIOR CYCLE NON-EXAM

Seek & Find
KATERINA BRODERICK, ELAINE COSTELLOE AND BRENDAN O’REGAN

EDITED BY AILÍS TRAVERS

seekandfind.ie

Responding to feedback from teachers, we are pleased to offer 
one book to cover Fifth and Sixth Year. This book is based on 
the NCCA Curriculum Framework for Senior Cycle Religious 
Education and is the first text of its kind to cover all eight sections 
of the Framework. It is for Senior Cycle students who are not 
taking Religious Education as a subject in the Leaving Certificate 
examination.

Online resources include:
• Web links, videos and worksheets for each lesson
• Video interviews specifically matched to textbook content
• Links to daily and Sunday Mass readings

9781847305114 | €19.99/£16.9915+

The Inner Place
TOM GUNNING

9781853909580 | €14.99/£12.75

The Inner Place Student 
Workbook
TOM GUNNING

9781847303011 | €4.99/£4.25

Into the Deep
TOM GUNNING

Into the Deep is also written in response to the Curriculum 
Framework for Senior Cycle Religious Education. It is divided into 
four sections: Images of God; Ritual and Prayer; Doing Justice; and 
Story. It invites students to reflect on more authentic ways of living in 
contemporary society in the context of faith and tradition.

9781847300218 | €14.99/£12.75

15+

15+

15+

Searching
ORLA WALSH

A short textbook 
written for Transition 
Year students or Senior 
Cycle students who are 
studying the Senior Cycle 
Framework Curriculum. 
This textbook explores 
the experience of 
suffering, pain and death.

9781853909078 | €5.99/£5.00
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 POST-PRIMARY | EXAM – STUDENT TEXTS

CORE TEXTS

The Search for Meaning and Values (revised edition)
Section A
KATE LIFFEY, LIR MAC CARTHAIGH AND SIOBHAN 
O’DONOGHUE

9781800970366 | €14.99/£12.75

[Three titles in one book – students choose two]
Christianity: Origins and Contemporary Expressions
Section B
PAULA GOGGIN AND COLETTE MCCARTHY-DINEEN

World Religions
Section C 
ELLEN MOISELLE

Moral Decision-Making
Section D
FR DONAL O’NEILL

9781853909122 | €24.99/£21.25

OPTIONAL TEXTS (students choose two)

Religion and Gender
Section E
AIVEEN MULLALLY

9781853909344 | €12.99/£11.00

Issues of Justice and Peace
Section F
BARBARA RAFTERY  

9781853909733 | €12.99/£11.00

Worship, Prayer and Ritual
Section G
TOM GUNNING

9781853908712 | €12.99/£11.00

The Bible: Literature & Sacred Text
Section H
CATHERINE SHEEHAN

9781853909382 | €12.99/£11.00

Religion: The Irish Experience
Section I
TOM GUNNING

9781847300003 | €12.99/£11.00

Religion and Science
Section J
JOSEPH McCANN AND FACHTNA McCARTHY

9781847300157 | €12.99/£11.00 16+

Faith Seeking Understanding Series
SERIES COORDINATOR AND EDITOR MICHEÁL DE BARRA

Innovative and comprehensive series of texts for students taking Religious 
Education as a Leaving Certificate examination subject.
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POST-PRIMARY | EXAM – TEACHER TEXTS 

The Search for Meaning and Values
Section A
EOIN G. CASSIDY

9781853906893 | €5.00/£4.25

Christianity: Origins & Contemporary Expressions
Section B
BRENDAN LEAHY AND THOMAS NORRIS

9781853907968 | €5.00/£4.25

World Religions
Section C 
PHILIP BARNES

9781853907012 | €5.00/£4.25

Moral Decision Making
Section D
PATRICK HANNON

9781853907814 | €5.00/£4.25

Religion and Gender
Section E
SANDRA CULLEN

9781853907869 | €5.00/£4.25

Into the Classroom Series
SERIES EDITED BY EOIN G. CASSIDY AND PATRICK M. DEVITT

A series of eleven books designed for second-level teachers teaching the Leaving Certificate Religious 
Education syllabus. 

Issues of Justice and Peace
Section F
JOHN MURRAY

9781853907913 | €5.00/£4.25

Worship, Prayer and Ritual
Section G 
CHRISTOPHER O’DONNELL

9781853907760 | €5.00/£4.25

The Bible: Literature and Sacred Text
Section H
BENEDICT HEGARTY

9781853906794 | €5.00/£4.25

Religion: The Irish Experience
Section I
JOHN R. WALSH

9781853906848 | €5.00/£4.25

Religion and Science
Section J
JOSEPH McCANN AND FACHTNA McCARTHY

9781853906947 | €5.00/£4.25

Willingly to School
Religious Education as an Examination Subject
PATRICK M. DEVITT

9781853905810 | €2.00/£1.70
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